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Auditory figure– ground segregation, listeners’ ability to selectively hear out a sound of interest from a background of competing sounds,
is a fundamental aspect of scene analysis. In contrast to the disordered acoustic environment we experience during everyday listening,
most studies of auditory segregation have used relatively simple, temporally regular signals. We developed a new figure– ground stimulus
that incorporates stochastic variation of the figure and background that captures the rich spectrotemporal complexity of natural acoustic
scenes. Figure and background signals overlap in spectrotemporal space, but vary in the statistics of fluctuation, such that the only way
to extract the figure is by integrating the patterns over time and frequency. Our behavioral results demonstrate that human listeners are
remarkably sensitive to the appearance of such figures.
In a functional magnetic resonance imaging experiment, aimed at investigating preattentive, stimulus-driven, auditory segregation
mechanisms, naive subjects listened to these stimuli while performing an irrelevant task. Results demonstrate significant activations in
the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and the superior temporal sulcus related to bottom-up, stimulus-driven figure– ground decomposition. We
did not observe any significant activation in the primary auditory cortex. Our results support a role for automatic, bottom-up mechanisms in the IPS in mediating stimulus-driven, auditory figure– ground segregation, which is consistent with accumulating evidence
implicating the IPS in structuring sensory input and perceptual organization.

Introduction
Auditory figure– ground segregation—listeners’ ability to extract
a particular sound from a background of other simultaneous
sounds—is a fundamental aspect of scene analysis. Segregation
involves several processes: grouping of simultaneous figure components from across the spectral array (Micheyl and Oxenham,
2010), grouping of figure components over time (Moore and
Gockel, 2002), and separation of grouped components from the
rest of the acoustic scene (de Cheveigné, 2001).
Investigations of the brain bases for these aspects of scene
analysis in humans and animal models have identified activation
patterns that correlate with an integrated versus segregated percept in a distributed network, extending from the auditory periphery (Pressnitzer et al., 2008) to thalamus (Kondo and Kashino,
2009), primary auditory cortex (Fishman et al., 2001; Micheyl et al.,
2005; Bidet-Caulet et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2007), nonprimary
auditory areas (Gutschalk et al., 2005; Alain, 2007; Schadwinkel and
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Gutschalk, 2010), and areas outside auditory cortex [the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) (Cusack, 2005)].
A limiting factor in understanding the computations occurring at these different levels and relating existing experimental
results to listeners’ experience in natural environments is that the
stimuli used thus far have been rather basic, lacking the spectrotemporal complexity of natural sounds. Indeed, in contrast to the
disordered acoustic environment that we face during everyday
listening, most studies of segregation have used relatively simple
stimuli consisting of sequentially presented, regularly alternating
tones (Shamma and Micheyl, 2010) or static harmonic sounds
(Alain, 2007).
Here, we developed a new stimulus—“stochastic figure–
ground” (SFG stimulus) [conceptually extending Kidd et al.
(1994) and Micheyl et al. (2007a)]—that incorporates stochastic
variation of the signal components in frequency–time space that
is not a feature of the predictable sequences used in previous
work. Stimuli (see Fig. 1) consist of a sequence of chords containing a random set of pure-tone components that are not harmonically related. Occasionally, a subset of tonal components repeat
in frequency over several consecutive chords, resulting in a spontaneous percept of a “figure” (a stream of constant chords) popping out of a background of varying chords (see supplemental
Audio 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Importantly, this stimulus is not confounded by figure and
background signals that differ in low-level acoustic attributes, or
by the use of a spectral “protective region” around the figure
(Gutschalk et al., 2008; Elhilali et al., 2009). Here, at each point in
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time, the figure and background are indistinguishable and the
only way to extract the figure is by integrating over time (over
consecutive chords) and frequency (identifying the components
that change together). Behavioral results (see below) demonstrate that listeners are remarkably sensitive to the appearance of
such figures.
We used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to
study the early, stimulus-driven mechanisms involved in parsing
the SFG signals. Figure salience was systematically varied by independently manipulating the number of repeating components
and the number of repeats, allowing us to investigate the neural
bases of the emergence of an auditory object from a stochastic
background as occurs during the automatic parsing of natural
acoustic scenes.

Materials and Methods
Psychophysical experiment
Participants
Ten paid subjects (5 female; mean age ! 29.2 years) participated in the
experiment. All reported normal hearing and had no history of neurological disorders. Experimental procedures were approved by the research ethics committee of University College London, and written
informed consent was obtained from each participant.

Stimuli
We developed a new stimulus (SFG stimulus) [as an extension of Kidd et
al. (1994) and Micheyl et al. (2007a)] to model naturally complex situations characterized by a figure and background that overlap in feature
space and are only distinguishable by their fluctuation statistics. Contrary to previously used signals, the spectrotemporal properties of the
figure vary from trial to trial and without any spectral gap between the
figure and the background.
Figure 1 presents examples of the SFG stimuli. Each stimulus consisted
of a sequence of random chords, each 50 ms in duration with 0 ms
interchord interval, presented for a total duration of 2000 ms (40 consecutive chords). Each chord contained a number (randomly distributed
between 5 and 15) of pure tone components. Component frequencies
were randomly drawn from a set of 129 values equally spaced on a logarithmic scale between 179 and 7246 Hz. The onset and offset of each
chord were shaped by a 10 ms raised-cosine ramp. In half of these stimuli,
several consecutive chords included components of the same frequency.
In other words, a sequence of repeating tones occurred within the otherwise random background (Fig. 1 B). When the number of consecutive
chords over which tones are repeated is sufficiently large, the resulting
percept is that of a “figure” (a stream of constant chords) that readily
pops out of a background of randomly varying chords (see supplemental
Audio 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material, for an
example of an SFG stimulus with a 2-s-long figure). In the present experiment, we used very short “figures” whose duration was determined on
the basis of pilot experiments to be just sufficient for detection (see
supplemental Audio 2 and 3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). They are heard as a brief warble amid the ongoing
background and require some training to be detected. We continue to
refer to these signals as “figure– ground” under the assumption that the
brain mechanisms involved in their processing also contribute to the
perceptual pop-out of the longer-figure stimuli.
The number of consecutive chords over which tones were repeated
(2–7) and the number of repeated tonal components (1, 2, 4, 6, or 8) were
varied as parameters. We refer to these as the “duration” and “coherence”
of the figure, respectively. The onset of the figure was jittered between 15
and 20 chords (750 –1000 ms) after stimulus onset. To eliminate the
confound that the appearance of the figure results in fewer background
(varying) components, the appearance of the figure was realized by first
generating the random background and then adding additional, repeating components to the relevant chords. To avoid the problem that the
interval containing the figure might, on average, also contain more frequency components, and to prevent listeners from relying on this feature
in performing the figure detection task, the remaining 50% of the stimuli

Figure 1. Examples of the SFG stimuli used. A, Signals consisted of a sequence of 50-ms-long
chords containing a random set of pure tone components. B, In 50% of the signals, a subset of
tonal components repeated in frequency over several consecutive chords, resulting in the percept of a “figure” popping out of the random noise. The figure emerged between 15 and 20
chords (750 –1000 ms) after onset. The number of repeated components (the “coherence” of
the figure) and the number of consecutive chords over which they were repeated (the “duration” of the figure) were varied as parameters. The plots represent auditory spectrograms,
generated with a filter bank of 1/ERB (equivalent rectangular bandwidth) wide channels
(Moore and Glasberg, 1983) equally spaced on a scale of ERB-rate. Channels are smoothed to
obtain a temporal resolution similar to the equivalent rectangular duration (Plack and Moore,
1990).
(those containing no figure) also included additional (1, 2, 4, 6, or 8)
tonal components, which were added over a variable number (2–7) of
consecutive chords at the same time as when a figure would have appeared (between 15 and 20 chords after onset). But these additional
components changed from chord to chord and did not form a coherent
figure.
All stimuli were created online using MATLAB 7.5 software (The
MathWorks) at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and 16 bit resolution. Sounds
were delivered to the subjects’ ears with Sennheiser HD555 headphones
and presented at a comfortable listening level of 60 –70 dB SPL (self
adjusted by each listener). Presentation of the stimuli was controlled
using the Cogent software (http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/cogent.php).
The different stimulus conditions were interleaved randomly with an
interstimulus interval (ISI) randomly distributed between 500 and 2000
ms. Overall, listeners heard 20 repetitions of each of the sixty different
stimulus types [5 coherence levels " 6 duration levels " 2 conditions
(figure present or absent)].

Procedure
The experiment lasted #1.5 h. Subjects were tested in an acoustically
shielded room (IAC triple-walled sound-attenuating booth). They were
instructed to look at a fixation cross, presented on a computer screen,
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while performing a figure-detection task in which they were required to
press a keyboard button as soon as they detected a figure popping out of
the random tonal noise (50% of the signals). The actual experiment was
preceded by a 15 min practice session during which listeners performed
the task with feedback. No feedback was provided during the main experiment. The experimental session was divided into runs of #10 min
each. Listeners were allowed a short rest between runs.

Functional imaging experiment
Participants
Fourteen paid subjects (9 female; mean age ! 27.4 years) with normal
hearing and no history of neurological disorders participated in the experiment. None of these subjects participated in the psychophysics study.
Experimental procedures were approved by the Institute of Neurology
Ethics Committee (London, UK), and written informed consent was
obtained from each participant. The data for one subject were excluded
from analysis due to a technical problem. All listeners completed the
passive listening block. A subset of seven subjects (3 female; mean age !
28.8 years) also subsequently completed an “active detection” block to
assess performance on the figure-detection task in the scanner.

Stimuli
Main (passive listening) block. A key feature of the present experimental
design is the brief figure duration. Whereas most previous studies used
relatively long, ongoing figure– ground stimuli and, in many cases, instructed listeners to actively follow one of the components (Scheich et al.,
1998; Cusack, 2005; Gutschalk et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 2007; Elhilali et
al., 2009), in this imaging experiment naive listeners were presented with
very short figure stimuli, embedded in an ongoing random background.
Figure duration (a maximum of 6 repeating chords—300 ms) was determined by psychophysical assessment of the minimum number of repeating chords required for reliable detection. With such a design, we aimed
to specifically tap the bottom-up segregation mechanisms rather than
subsequent processes related to selectively attending to the figure over
prolonged periods.
The stimuli were created in the same way as the psychophysical stimuli
(see above) with the following differences: the results of the psychophysics study (see Fig. 2) identified two particular parameters as potentially
informative to study the underlying brain mechanisms because performance on those conditions spans the range from nondetectable to detectable: (1) fixed coherence with four components and varied duration
and (2) fixed duration of four chords and varied coherence. The stimulus
set in the fMRI experiment therefore contained signals with a fixed coherence level of four components with five duration levels (2– 6) and
signals with a fixed duration level of four components with five coherence levels (1, 2, 4, 6, 8), resulting in nine different stimulus conditions.
Due to considerations related to BOLD response dynamics, and the need
for a larger interval between events of interest, the duration of the signals
was increased (relative to the psychophysics study) to 2750 ms (55
chords), with the figure appearing between 1250 and 1500 ms (25–30
chords) after onset. Sixty-six percent of the signals contained a figure.
Overall, listeners heard 40 repetitions of each stimulus type. Additionally, the stimulus set also contained a proportion (15%) of “decoy” stimuli consisting of 200 ms wide-band noise bursts (ramped on and off with
10 ms cosine-squared ramps), and interspersed randomly between the
main stimuli.
To avoid effects of transition between silence and sound, and to allow
for a straightforward evaluation of brain responses to the figure as opposed to the ongoing tonal background, all stimuli were presented in
direct succession with no silent intervals. The resulting continuous stimulus consisted of an ongoing tonal background noise with occasional,
randomly occurring figures. This ongoing signal was intermittently interrupted by brief noise bursts to which subjects were instructed to respond. Stimuli were presented via NordicNeuroLab electrostatic
headphones at an rms SPL of 85–90 dB.
Active detection block. The active detection block was used to confirm
that listeners perform similarly to the subjects in the psychophysical
study, and are able to hear out the figures in the presence of the MRI
scanner noise. Signals were identical to those in the psychophysical ex-

periment with the following differences: as in the passive listening block
above, we used signals with a fixed coherence level of four components
and five duration levels (2– 6) and signals with a fixed duration level of
four components with five coherence levels (1, 2, 4, 6, and 8). Overall,
listeners heard eight repetitions of each stimulus condition. The order of
presentation of different stimulus conditions was randomized with an ISI
between 500 and 1250 ms. After every eighth stimulus, the ISI was increased to 12 s (to allow analysis of the sound vs silence contrast in the
fMRI activation).

Procedure
The experiment lasted #2 h and consisted of a “passive listening” block
followed by an “active figure-detection” block. Each block was divided
into three runs of #10 min. Participants completed both blocks without
exiting the scanner; they were allowed a short rest between runs but were
required to stay still.
In the “passive listening” block, the subjects, who were naive to the
stimulus structure and aims of the experiment, were instructed to look at
a fixation cross and respond as fast as possible (by pressing a response
button held in the right hand) to the noise bursts (decoy stimuli) appearing within the continuous stream of the tonal background. In the “active
detection” block, subjects were instructed to perform a figure-detection
task by pressing the response button as soon as they detected a figure
popping out of the random tonal noise (50% of the signals). Crucially,
this task was explained to the participants only immediately before the
“active detection” block, to ensure that they were naive to the existence of
figures during the “passive listening” block. Indeed, pilot experiments
suggested that while the figures are readily detectable after a short practice, naive listeners performing the decoy task remained unaware of their
presence.
Before beginning the task, subjects completed a short practice session
(#10 min) in quiet (but while still lying in the MRI scanner) with feedback. Time constraints prevented us from carrying out a longer practice
session. To facilitate learning, feedback was also provided during the
session proper.

Image acquisition
Gradient-weighted echo planar images (EPI) were acquired on a 3 Tesla
Siemens Allegra MRI scanner using a continuous imaging paradigm with
the following parameters: 42 contiguous slices per volume; time to repeat
(TR): 2520 ms; time to echo (TE): 30 ms; flip angle !: 90°; matrix size:
64 " 72; slice thickness: 2 mm with 1 mm gap between slices; echo
spacing: 330 "s; in-plane resolution: 3.0 " 3.0 mm 2. Subjects completed
three scanning sessions resulting in a total of 510 volumes. To correct for
geometric distortions in the EPI due to magnetic field variations (Hutton
et al., 2002), field maps were acquired for each subject with a double-echo
gradient echo field map sequence (short TE ! 10.00 ms and long TE !
12.46 ms). A structural T1-weighted scan was also acquired for each
subject after the functional scan (Deichmann et al., 2004).

Image analysis
Imaging data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM8; Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging). The first two
volumes were discarded to control for saturation effects. The remaining
volumes were realigned to the first volume and unwarped using the field
map parameters. The realigned images were spatially normalized to stereotactic space (Friston et al., 1995a) and smoothed by an isotropic
Gaussian kernel of 5 mm full-width at half-maximum.
Statistical analysis was conducted using the general linear model (Friston et al., 1995b). Onsets of trials with fixed coherence and fixed duration
were orthogonalized and parametrically modulated by different levels of
duration and coherence respectively. These two conditions were modeled as effects of interest and convolved with a hemodynamic boxcar
response function. A high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1/128 Hz
was applied to remove low-frequency variations in the BOLD signal.
A whole-brain random-effects model was implemented to account for
within-subject variance (Penny and Holmes, 2004). Each individual subject’s first-level contrast images were entered into second-level t tests for
the primary contrasts of interest—“effect of duration” and “effect of
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Figure 2. Results of the psychophysics experiment. Hit rate is shown as a function of
figure coherence and duration. The dashed line marks the average false-positive rate.
Error bars represent SE.
coherence.” Functional results are overlaid onto the group-average T1weighted structural scans.

Results
Psychophysics
The results of the psychophysics experiment are presented in
Figure 2. The data demonstrate that listeners are remarkably sensitive to the appearance of figures in our stimuli. For coherence
levels of six and eight components, ceiling performance is
reached for as few as six repeating chords (300 ms). With eight
coherent frequencies (coherence ! 8), two repeating chords (100
ms) are sufficient for listeners’ performance to emerge above the
“false-positive floor” (hit rate is significantly higher than the
false-positive rate, p ! 0.026; the somewhat elevated falsepositive rate likely stems from the instructions, which emphasized speed, and the fact that listeners received little training). For
coherence levels of four and six components, listeners can perform the task with as few as three repeating chords (150 ms; p $
0.001, p ! 0.07, respectively); with two repeating frequency components (coherence ! 2), listeners require five repeating chords
(250 ms) to extract the figure ( p $ 0.001).
The fact that listeners can extract the figure so efficiently suggests that the auditory system possesses mechanisms that are sensitive to such cross-frequency and cross-time correlations. The
purpose of the fMRI experiment was to identify the neural mechanisms in which activity is modulated by these two parameters.
On the basis of the behavioral results, we selected two types of
signals for subsequent use in the fMRI study: (1) fixed coherence of four frequency components and varying duration (Fig.
3, red dashed curve) and (2) fixed duration of four chords and
varying coherence (Fig. 3, blue dashed curve), as these parameters resulted in behavioral performance that monotonically
spanned the range between not detectable and highly detectable. These parameters were selected to identify the brain areas
in which the activity increases parametrically with an increase
in the corresponding changes in coherence (while keeping
duration fixed) and duration (while keeping coherence fixed),
respectively.
Functional imaging
As the aim of the present study was to uncover the automatic,
stimulus-driven mechanisms that subserve segregation in the
SFG stimuli, we discuss functional imaging results from the “passive listening” block only.
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Figure 3. Comparison of behavioral performance in the psychophysics and functional imaging experiments. Behavioral performance on the figure detection task obtained in the scanner
with continuous image acquisition (solid lines) presented along with data from the same stimuli obtained in quiet (dashed lines; see psychophysical study, Fig. 2). Hit rate is shown as a
function of fixed coherence (4 components) and increasing duration (in red) and as a function of
fixed duration (4 chords) and increasing coherence (in blue). The dashed line represents the
mean false-positive rate. Error bars represent SE.

The primary purpose of the active detection block (presented
after the passive listening block) was to ensure that subjects were
indeed able to detect the figures despite the loud, interfering MRI
scanner noise and to compare their performance to that measured in the psychophysics study. Because of the differences in
stimulus presentation between the passive and active blocks (see
Materials and Methods), as well as other perceptual factors such
as attentional load and focus of attention, a comparison of the
activation patterns in the two blocks is not straightforward. The
functional imaging results for the “active detection” block are
therefore not reported.
Figure 3 presents the behavioral results recorded in the scanner (“active detection” block) along with responses to the same
stimuli as obtained in the psychophysics study (see above). Overall, listeners performed worse than in the psychophysical experiment (a difference of #20%). This may stem from several factors:
(1) interfering scanner noise; (2) lack of sufficient practice—it
was important to keep listeners naive for the passive part of the
experiment, so all instructions related to the active detection task
were delivered after the passive block, while listeners were already
in the scanner; and (3) due to time constraints, the session was
overall much shorter than the psychophysics experiment. Moreover, because of the experimental design, listeners also encountered overall fewer “easy” signals (those with a fixed coherence of
six and eight components and long duration), which may have
contributed to a smaller improvement with exposure.
Critically, the present data demonstrate that the figures are
readily detectable even in a noisy scanner environment and
that the parametric modulation used is effective at eliciting a
wide range of figure detection performance from nondetectable to detectable.
Passive listening block
The purpose of the passive listening block was to identify the
brain areas in which activity is modulated by figure salience in the
SFG stimuli. We used a decoy task (noise burst detection) to
assure that subjects are generally vigilant and attentive to the
auditory stimuli, while distracting them from the stimulus dimension of interest. All subjects performed the decoy task at
ceiling level. Because we aimed to tap predominantly bottom-up
segregation mechanisms in the passive listening block (those that
are independent of the attentional state of the listener), it was
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Table 1. Stereotactic MNI coordinates for effects of duration and coherence
Contrast

Brain area

x

y

z

t value

z score

Effect of duration

Left IPS

%42
%48
51
45
%57
60
60
%15
18

%46
%40
%28
%37
%34
%13
%13
%25
%25

64
61
61
64
%2
%11
10
%8
%8

5.14
4.89
5.17
4.24
4.42
4.06
4.96
4.85
4.92

3.67
3.56
3.68
3.25
3.34
3.16
3.59
3.54
3.57

%21
%24
27
%48
39

%73
%73
%82
%16
%4

46
37
31
%5
%26

4.99
4.36
3.69
3.43
3.77

3.60
3.31
2.96
2.81
3.00

Right IPS
Left STS
Right STS
Right PT
Left MGB
Right MGB
Effect of coherence

Left IPS
Right IPS
Left STS
Right STS

Local maxima for effects of duration and coherence are shown at a threshold of p $ 0.001 (uncorrected).

essential that subjects were naive to existence of the figures.
Indeed, when questioned at the end of the block, none of the
subjects reported noticing the figures popping out of the
background.
We were specifically interested in testing whether activity in
the primary or nonprimary auditory cortex, as well as nonauditory areas such as the IPS (Cusack, 2005), is correlated with
figure processing (see Table 1 for prespecified anatomical regions
for which responses were considered significant at p $ 0.001
uncorrected). The critical contrasts included a test for the effects
of increasing duration (with fixed coherence) and increasing coherence (with fixed duration) on brain responses.
Effects of duration
The analysis of parametric changes in brain responses to figures
characterized by a fixed coherence and varying duration showed
significant bilateral activations in the anterior IPS (Fig. 4 A), the
superior temporal sulcus (STS) (Fig. 4 B), the medial geniculate
body (MGB) (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material), and the right planum temporale
(PT) (Fig. 4 B).
Effect of coherence
The analysis of the effect of increasing the coherence of the figures
while keeping the duration fixed showed significant bilateral activations in the posterior IPS (Fig. 5A), and the STS (Fig. 5B).
Auditory cortex activations
A stringent analysis was performed to check for auditory cortex
activations in the two contrasts of interest. Using the probabilistic
cytoarchitectonic maps for primary auditory cortex—TE 1.0, TE
1.1, and TE 1.2 (Morosan et al., 2001), which are incorporated in
the SPM Anatomy toolbox (http://www.fz-juelich.de/inm/inm-1/
spm_anatomy_toolbox)—a volume of interest analysis was performed. We tested for auditory cortex activations but did not find
any significant voxels that survived a test for multiple comparisons of
p $ 0.05 (family wise error correction) when examined with the
three PAC maps.

Discussion
In this study, we developed a new SFG stimulus. Conceptually
similar to the Julesz (1962) texture patterns, the figure and
ground are indistinguishable at each instant and can be segregated only by integrating the patterns over time and frequency.
An important perceptual characteristic of the SFG stimulus is the
rapid buildup rate (the time required to segregate the figure from

Figure 4. The effect of duration on auditory segregation. A, Areas in the anterior IPS showing
an increased hemodynamic response as a function of increasing duration of the figures with
fixed coherence (in green). Significant clusters for the effect of duration were found in the
anterior IPS bilaterally. Results are rendered on the coronal section of the subjects’ normalized
average structural scan, and results are shown at p $ 0.001 uncorrected. B, Areas in the STS and
PT showing an increased hemodynamic response as a function of increasing duration of the
figures with fixed coherence (in green). Significant clusters for the effect of duration were found
in the STS bilaterally and in the right PT. Results are rendered on the coronal section of the
subjects’ normalized average structural scan, which is tilted (pitch ! %0.5) to reveal significant clusters in the superior temporal plane, at p $ 0.001 uncorrected.

the background). For coherence levels of four components and
above, as few as seven consecutive chords (a total of 350 ms) are
sufficient to reach ceiling detection performance (Fig. 2). This is
in contrast to the longer buildup time (#2000 ms) reported in
many brain imaging or electrophysiological experiments of
streaming (Micheyl et al., 2007b; Gutschalk et al., 2008;
Pressnitzer et al., 2008; Elhilali et al., 2009), attributed to prolonged accumulation of sensory evidence, possibly requiring topdown mechanisms (Denham and Winkler, 2006). The shorter
buildup times observed for SFG signals suggest that segregation
may rely on partially different mechanisms from those that mediate streaming in signals commonly used in brain imaging experiments (see also Sheft and Yost, 2008). All of these features
make the SFG stimulus an interesting complement to streaming
signals, with which to study preattentive auditory scene analysis.
Using fMRI, we identified the IPS and the STS as the primary
brain areas involved in the process of automatic, stimulus-driven
figure– ground decomposition in this stimulus.
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Figure 5. The effect of coherence on auditory segregation. A, Areas in the posterior IPS
showing an increased hemodynamic response as a function of increasing coherence of the
figures with fixed duration (in green). Significant clusters for the effect of duration were found
in the posterior IPS bilaterally. Results are rendered on the coronal section of the subjects’
normalized average structural scan at p $ 0.001 uncorrected. B, Areas in the STS showing an
increased hemodynamic response as a function of increasing coherence of the figures with fixed
duration (in green). Significant clusters for the effect of duration were found in the STS bilaterally and in the right PT. Results are rendered on the coronal section of the subjects’ normalized
average structural scan to reveal significant clusters in the superior temporal plane at p $ 0.001
uncorrected.

Auditory segregation
Classically, auditory segregation has been investigated using two
classes of stimuli. Simultaneous organization has been studied
using signals consisting of multiple concurrent components
where properties such as harmonic structure (tuned vs mistuned)
(Alain, 2007; Lipp et al., 2010), spatial location (McDonald and
Alain, 2005), or onset asynchrony (Bidet-Caulet et al., 2007;
Sanders et al., 2008; Lipp et al., 2010) were manipulated to induce
the percept of a single source versus several concomitant sources.
Using such signals, human electroencephalography (EEG) and
magnetoencephalography (MEG) experiments have identified
responses in nonprimary (Alain, 2007; Lipp et al., 2010) and
primary (Bidet-Caulet et al., 2007) auditory cortex that covary
with the percept of two sources.
The second class of stimuli used to study scene organization, is
the streaming paradigm (van Noorden, 1975; Bregman, 1990;
Shamma and Micheyl, 2010). Streaming refers to the process by
which sequentially presented elements are perceptually bound
into separate “entities” or “streams,” which can be selectively
attended to (Elhilali et al., 2009). Human EEG and MEG experiments have demonstrated a modulation of the N1 (or N1m)
response, thought to originate from non-primary auditory cortex, depending on whether stream segregation takes place (Gutschalk et al., 2005; Snyder and Alain, 2007; Schadwinkel and
Gutschalk, 2010). fMRI studies have additionally identified activations in earlier areas such as the MGB (Kondo and Kashino,
2009) and primary auditory cortex (Wilson et al., 2007; Deike et
al., 2010; Schadwinkel and Gutschalk, 2010) that are correlated
with the streaming percept, in line with neurophysiological evidence from animal experiments (Fishman et al., 2001, 2004; Bee
and Klump, 2004, 2005; Micheyl et al., 2005).
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Auditory cortex and segregation
Stimulus-driven segregation has been hypothesized to be mediated by basic response properties of auditory neurons: frequency selectivity, forward suppression, and adaptation,
resulting in the activation of distinct neural populations pertaining to the figure and background (Micheyl et al., 2007b;
Snyder and Alain, 2007; Shamma and Micheyl, 2010). Such
mechanisms have been observed in primary auditory cortex
(Fishman et al., 2004; Micheyl et al., 2005) and in the periphery (Pressnitzer et al., 2008). Together, human and animal
work suggests that segregation occurs in a distributed network
over multiple stages in the ascending (and possibly descending) auditory pathway. Interestingly, an area outside the classic auditory cortex, the IPS, has also been implicated in this
process (Cusack, 2005; see below).
Consistent with results from Cusack (2005), but contrary to
the studies reviewed above, we did not find activation in primary
auditory cortex. This difference could be due to methodological
issues (see also Cusack, 2005) or the relatively more complex
nature of our stimuli. In most streaming experiments that found
activity in auditory cortex to be correlated with the perception of
one versus two streams, stimulus parameters were modulated to
produce streaming, and any effect on primary cortex activity
might be due to altered stimulus representation (but see Kondo
and Kashino, 2009). On the other hand, Cusack (2005) used
stimuli that produced a bistable percept, in the absence of corresponding changes in the physical properties of the stimulus. The
lack of activation differences in primary auditory cortex in that
experiment is consistent with sensory rather than perceptual representation at that level. In the present experiment, the lack of
activation in Heschl’s gyri could stem from the fact that
adaptation-based mechanisms in primary auditory cortex,
thought to underlie stream segregation (see above), are not (or
not sufficiently) activated by the stochastic SFG stimuli. Alternatively, primary auditory cortical activation observed in previous
studies could be due to active following of the figure from amid
the background [indeed, see Bidet-Caulet et al. (2007) and
Elhilali et al. (2009)], while our experimental design incorporated
short figures and naive subjects (see Materials and Methods) to
specifically eliminate such attentional processes and focus on automatic, bottom-up, stimulus-driven mechanisms.
Our results implicate the STS in the stimulus-driven partitioning of grouped components into “figure” and “ground.” Previous studies suggest the involvement of STS in the perception of
complex stimuli with a stochastic structure where different specific stimuli can fall into the same perceptual category. The area
has been implicated in the analysis of spectral shape (Warren et
al., 2005), changing spectrum over time (Overath et al., 2008),
and detecting increasing changes in spectrotemporal coherence
within acoustic “textures” (Overath et al., 2010). Together, these
studies point to a role for STS in the abstraction of features over
frequency–time space relevant to the perception of distinct categories. STS is also involved in the analysis of natural categories
associated with semantic labels, such as voices (Belin et al., 2000;
Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004).
Notably, while the design of these previous studies was based
on sequentially presented patterns that varied in their spectrotemporal structure, the present results are based on stimuli in
which certain features must be integrated over frequency–time
space to create a perceptual figure, distinct from a concurrently
presented stochastic background.
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The IPS and auditory perceptual organization
Accumulating evidence points to the involvement of the IPS in
perceptual organization (e.g., for review, see Cusack, 2005) such
as encoding object representations (Xu and Chun, 2009), binding
of sensory features within a modality (Friedman-Hill et al., 1995;
Donner et al., 2002; Shafritz et al., 2002; Kitada et al., 2003; Yokoi
and Komatsu, 2009), and across different modalities (Bremmer
et al., 2001; Calvert, 2001; Beauchamp et al., 2004; Miller and
D’Esposito, 2005; Buelte et al., 2008; Werner and Noppeney,
2010).
The role of the IPS in auditory perceptual organization was
first suggested by Cusack (2005) in a study that measured fMRI
activation during the presentation of perceptually bistable
streaming sequences and correlated changes in BOLD response
with listeners’ percepts. The only region exhibiting significant
differential activation was the IPS, showing increased activation
when subjects perceived two streams as opposed to one. Consistent with these findings, we observed bilateral IPS activation that
is related to preattentive, stimulus-driven figure– ground decomposition in our SFG stimuli.
We additionally found a functional dissociation within the
IPS such that the anterior and the posterior IPS were activated for
the effects of duration and coherence, respectively. This is consistent with previous reports of functional dissociation within the
IPS (e.g., Rushworth et al., 2001a,b; Rice et al., 2006; Cusack et al.,
2010).
The implication of IPS in auditory segregation has been puzzling in view of classic models of auditory scene analysis based on
mechanisms within the “auditory system” (Micheyl et al., 2007b;
Snyder and Alain, 2007; Shamma and Micheyl, 2010). A central
issue has been whether activity in IPS is causally responsible for
segregation or whether it reflects the output of perceptual organization occurring in auditory areas (Carlyon, 2004; Shamma
and Micheyl, 2010). It has been suggested that IPS activation
observed by Cusack (2005) may result from the application of
top-down attention during a subjective task or an upstream effect
of organization (e.g., shifting attention between streams).
Although IPS has been implicated in voluntary and involuntary control and shifts in auditory attention (Molholm et al.,
2005; Watkins et al., 2007; Salmi et al., 2009; Hill and Miller,
2010), it is unlikely that the activation observed here relates to
top-down application of attention, or the active shifting of attention between objects. Subjects in our study were naive to the
existence of the figure, and, when questioned, none reported noticing the figures. Additionally, the fact that we find different
parametric modulations (duration vs coherence) to engage different fields in the IPS is inconsistent with a simple account in
terms of subjective attention. Our results are therefore in line
with the suggestion that IPS plays an automatic, stimulus-driven
role in auditory figure– ground segregation, and encourage a revaluation of the standard outlook on the brain systems involved
in auditory scene analysis.
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